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Chairman's
view
I HOPE YOU managed to visit the Society's ex.hibi tion
"Mapping Merton: Where do you think you are?".
There is no better way of explaining how our town
has developed, particularly over the last 100-150
years. I especially liked the "Wimbledon Challenge"
board game, based on Monopoly, and dating back
to 1991. I must congratulate ourMuseum Director
Jacqueline Laurence and her team, particularly
Pamela G reenwood, for mounting such an impressive
exhibition. within wee.ks ofthe very successful
paintings exhibition.
"MappingMerton" begs the question ofwhat our
town will look like in 50 or 100 years from now. Some
idea may be gleaned fromMerton Council's consultation
document "FutureMerton", published towards the end
ofJanuary 2020, about which TonyMidutel comments
in detail in this newsletter. It is gratifying to note
that the Council has taken some heed of the Society's
representations in its "Vision 2040" document published
a year ago. A key achievement has been to persuade
the Council to abandon its quest to make Wimbledon a
Metropolitan Centre, thereby almost doubling the retail,
leisure and service floorspace. There is also a glimmer
of hope that we may have a new concert hall. ifan
available site can be found, and a credible business case
can be made for it
The Council's proposals prio1itise the design quality
of buildings, improvement ofthe public realm by
greening and the preservation ofheritage assets, and
promoting sustainable development, all ofwhich are
laudable. However, although the Council aclmowledge
that heavy traffic through the town centre detracts
from its quality, no firm plans are put forward for
dealing with it, despite the Society's perfectly workable
proposals. The plan to ino·ease building heights
has been moderated, but not by much. The Climate
Emergency receives barely a mention. The Society will be
responding fully to the consultation docmnent.
The Society's AGM will take place at the Parish Hall,
Sacred Heart Churd1, Edge Hill on Saturday 16May,
starting at 5pm. Do come ifyou can. I hope then to
be able to introduce you to om re-designed website,
and report on progress towards refurbishment ofthe
Museum.
JEREMY HUDSON

n NEWS n

New Neighbourhood Planning Group
THE WIMBLEDON Neighbourhood
Planning Group (WNPG) had its
inaugural meeting on the 25th
January 2020 at Hillside Church. The
objective of the Group is to develop
a Neighbourhood Plan (NP) for the
central section of Wimbledon.
An NP is a legal document
which is drawn up by members of
the public and business interests
combining as a Neighbourhood
Forum. It covers local planning and
development. The NP programme
covers the whole country, and it is
worth noting that there are three
times as many NPs as Local Plans.
The area covered is defined by
the Forum, as is the nature of its

Wimbledon Masterplan
(continued from p1)
a pension fund, they leave. New
residents, on the other hand,
support local businesses when
offices are closed, so why not build
more much-needed housing?
PEDESTRIANS AND TRAFFIC: There
is welcome emphasis on creating
new pedestrian links and spaces,
and improving footway design.
A proposed pedestrian arcade
leading off the present Piazza could
be a public asset if fully covered
and glazed, as in the Hays Wharf
galleria. The comment “Streets for
people and not cars” is welcome.
There is a suggestion that twoway traffic could be re-instated
in Hartfield Road, leaving the
Broadway to be used mainly for
buses. But this would mean that
pedestrians in the Broadway would
still have to contend with traffic
fumes/noise/danger which is hardly
desirable.
The Council should look again
at a carefully phased partial, and

remit. It has a number of attributes
that hold the potential to make
a significant contribution to the
planning process.
An NP can influence development;
indeed, planning applications will
need to pay regard to the NP. It
has legal force and is part of the
Council’s “development plan”. It can
benefit from Council resources such
as the community infrastructure levy
(CIL). There are limited funds (about
£9k) available to support a Forum.
The scope and scale are chosen
by the Group; there are currently 15
NPs in London, varying in size from
a few streets (Marylebone) to whole
districts (Crystal Palace). The focus

for the WNPG for Wimbledon is
likely to be the central part of town.
There are certain restrictions on
an NP – it must fit with national
planning policy, the London Plan,
strategic elements of the Local Plan
and be pro-growth.
The process of implementing is
based on a number of key issues,
including community involvement,
building evidence, consultation,
independent evaluation and a
referendum.
The meeting adopted a
Constitution and elected a Steering
Committee to carry the project
forward with Vince Harris as Chair.
JOHN MAYS

then a more comprehensive,
pedestrianisation of the important
central part of the town.

owned car park site in Hartfield
Road. However, there is still no
positive Council commitment to
achieving what could be a very
significant Frank Gehry-designed
cultural and social icon, not just for
Merton, but for London.
The Society’s response to the
consultation can be seen on our
website. In essence we believe the
Masterplan fails to deal properly
with building heights, office
accommodation, pedestrianisation,
climate change and the proposed
concert hall.

CLIMATE EMERGENCY: The recent
declaration of a climate emergency
by both central government and
local Councils has obviously
overtaken much of the thinking
behind the current plans.
The new document tries to take
on board some of the new thinking,
but the fundamental re-orientation
of plans towards sustainability,
energy and carbon reduction has yet
to emerge.
GREENING: There are welcome
proposals for major tree planting,
specifically in St George’s Road,
Worple Road, Hartfield Road
and Queen’s Road. How quickly
these planting schemes can be
implemented will be a test of the
Council’s resolve in turning words
into action.
CONCERT HALL: There are references
to ‘working with the Concert Hall
Trust’ on the future of the Council-
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n LOCAL HISTORY n

From moving targets to fitted sheets
CHARLES TOASE finds Wimbledon ever ready to embrace innovation

Were fitted sheets
invented in
Hartfield Road?
IN 1911 the Daily News went a bit
over the top with this bed-linen
story: “In some parts of the British
Isles it is just possible that there
still dwell in danger men who
know nothing of the ‘Wimbledon
Sheet Movement’, and sleep in their
ignorance between sheets untucked.
They should beware.”
‘Wimbledon sheets’ were fitted
with tucks, and their inventor,
David Shuttleworth Brown, who had
them patented in 1907, claimed that
they reduced the risk of contagion
lurking in the average bed by
making sure that the sheets were
always the same way up.
Brown was a mechanical and
sanitary engineer who lived at 72
Hartfield Road. His other inventions
included pipe cleaners, sieves, and a
method for avoiding ship collisions.

Landseer. Famous for his animal
paintings, including “The Monarch
of the Glen”, Landseer produced
the target design in 1863, the same
year as his design for the lions
for Nelson’s Column. The target
ran along rails through a slight
depression, with men at either end
(protected from the bullets by banks
of earth) pushing it on its way and
recording the hits. Some of the
moving targets have survived, and
are now at the NRA’s headquarters
at Bisley; the running deer pictured
below is outside their offices.
(Members who attended the
Society’s exhibition Playing

with Fire: the story of shooting on
Wimbledon Common which ran for
three months in 2017 may well
remember the story board which
carried a photo of a replica of the
deer target).
Where was the target sited? Well,
there may be a clue on the golf
course. The 4th hole of the London
Scottish Club is called The Running
Deer.
Incidentally, Landseer painted
some of his animal pictures not far
from Wimbledon, in the stables of
his friend Jacob Bell at Clock House,
West Hill, and later bought a house
nearby.

The Running Deer

there were also moving targets – a
running man and several animals
made of canvas or metal. Principal
among these was a running deer
on wheels designed by Sir Edwin
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A manufacturing drawing from
1863 (above) based on Landseer’s
original design for the running deer,
used in the book The National Rifle
Association, Its Tramways and the
L & SWR – Targets and Tramways by
Christopher Bunch. Constructed at the
GWR works in Swindon, the wrought
iron target (right) stands outside the
NRA headquarters with its steel twin.

Courtesy and © Tim Price, NRA Museum

There were also moving
targets – a running man
and several animals made
of canvas or metal.

© NRA Museum

COMPETITORS AT the rifle shooting
championships of the National
Rifle Association on Wimbledon
Common, (begun in 1860) did not
have just the usual bull’s eye targets;

n LOCAL HISTORY n

Notes from around the table
of the bombing raids. This
resonated with the research
of one of our members into
local school logbooks going
back to before World War I.

Gerard de Visme

Raymond Briggs

mid-19th century building
standing today, (in the
care of Parques de Sintra),
with its domes, cupolas
and splendid gardens,
though we are told that
the “integrity of de Visme’s
house was retained.”
Gerard De Visme’s
activities in Wimbledon
are well documented in
Society’s publications
from the time he retired
from business in 1791. He
commissioned Wimbledon
Lodge, (Southside)
considered to be the
Village’s finest Georgian
building and lived there
until his death in 1797.
His illegitimate daughter
Emily married General Sir
Henry Murray, a peninsular
War hero and Wimbledon
Lodge became the Murrays’
residence from 1812 until
the death in 1904 of Miss
Gertrude Murray, de Visme’s
granddaughter, aged 91.
The house on Southside
was demolished in 1905 but
its Coade stone lions can be
seen outside the vet’s clinic
in the High Street.

© Nigel Davies

© Merton Photo Archive

AUTHOR AND illustrator
Raymond Briggs published
his valedictory work Time
for Lights Out in November
(2019). The book jacket
gives a flavour of what to
expect: “In his customary
pose as the grumpiest of
grumpy old men, Raymond
Briggs contemplates old
age and death... and doesn’t
like them much.”
Illustrated with his
inimitable drawings, the
book includes a map of
the Wimbledon Park area
where Raymond lived as a
child during World War II.
Poignantly, on it are marked
the names and ages of boys
he knew who were victims

A SERIES OF articles called
Victorian Houses – the
Masterpieces appeared in
the 2019 Winter special
edition of Country Life
magazine. One of the
houses described turned
up interesting background
information on Gerard de
Visme, whose monument in
St Mary’s churchyard is the
distinctive pyramid tomb
enclosed by railings on the
North side of the church
De Visme was a
Huguenot merchant who
made his fortune trading
with Brazil. He had a
castle built on a superb
site in Sintra, Portugal for
£23,000, which he called
Monserrate, though it
seems he never occupied
his ‘palace’, preferring to
live in Lisbon. Such neglect
might be explained by

a dismissive letter from
Elizabeth, Baroness Craven
to William Beckford, an
art patron, and author of
the Gothic novel Vathek,
describing Monserrate as
a “Beautiful situation – but
a Vile planned house”. Her
warning did not deter
Beckford who, hoping for
further literary inspiration,
leased the estate in 1794
but who abandoned the
house without writing
a line there. De Visme’s
house only survived intact
for sixteen years, and was
wrecked by French troops
in 1807 during the first
Napoleonic invasion.
Monserrate became a
regular destination on the
19th Century romantic
grand tour circuit, after
Byron wrote about its ruins
in Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage:
“There thou too, Vathek!
England’s wealthiest son,
Once form’d thy Paradise ...”
Restoration of ruins
was undertaken by
Francis Cook, of the textile
family, whose renovation
produced the magnificent

Gerard de Visme’s Wimbledon Lodge (above left) and monument in St Mary’s churchyard (above right)
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n PLANNING AND THE ENVIRONMENT n

Francis Grove
redevelopment
AN APPLICATION has been made for
the demolition and redevelopment
of 1-4 Francis Grove. This is the site
at the corner of Francis Grove and
St George’s Road occupied at present
by a four-storey office block. We have
sent detailed objections covering the
following issues to Merton planners.
At a proposed ten storeys (44
metres) high, we consider that the
height is grossly excessive, being
twice as high as the CIPD building
in the Broadway. Furthermore,
while the current building is set
back from the site boundary at the
rear, the proposed replacement
would be built right up to the
property line for its full height. This
would have a detrimental effect on
daylight reaching adjoining
buildings.
The proposal involves the
demolition of a modern building
which we considered to be a waste
of resources now that both
Government and the Council have
declared a Climate Emergency. The
building does not meet the London
Plan desire for all new development
to be zero carbon and it appears

that the principal energy generation
component comes from a mere 19
PV panels, fewer than might be
found on an ordinary house.
Our letter of objection also
queried whether new offices are
needed in our town centre. We shall
await the Council’s decision with
interest.

YMCA
redevelopment
proposals
REVISED PROPOSALS for the
redevelopment of the YMCA
building in the Broadway were
announced in January, following a
public exhibition of the original
plans last year.
The new plans are for a 120-room
YMCA hostel and 136 flats for sale,
of which 108 would be one-bed and
28 would be two-bed apartments.
There would be a south-facing
public open space beside the
Broadway with trees: similar in
concept to, but smaller than, the
Piazza outside Morrisons. There
would also be 400 square metres of
commercial space on the ground
floor for shops and restaurants.
The development would
comprise the ground floor plus a
maximum of eight storeys above.
The top floor would be partly set
back and the total height would be
29 metres (this compares with the
CIPD building in the Broadway
which is 22 metres to the eaves).

Anyone for
tennis?
Artist’s impression of proposed Francis
Grove development, southwest facade
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A PLANNING APPLICATION has
been filed for the erection of a
temporary building at Dundonald
Recreation Ground to provide
community space for a tennis club,

the Friends of Dundonald Park and
other local community groups,
toilet facilities and a community
café. It would comprise a single
storey building in one corner of
the Rose Garden and would adjoin
Dundonald School.
Accompanying documents
explain that the purpose is to
provide shelter for players, parents
and observers during inclement
weather and covered space for
alternative activities such as table
tennis. We are entirely supportive
of that intent, but we feel that the
proposals lack some clarity and
could be improved. It is not clear
who will maintain and clean the
community space, café and toilets,
nor why the application is for a
temporary, rather than a
permanent, structure.

Merton’s climate
emergency –
update
SINCE DECEMBER’S Newsletter
article Merton Council has
continued its work on producing a
Climate Emergency Action Plan.
Consultants have been
commissioned to develop the
technical evidence to support the
Plan. At the time of writing (midJanuary) there had been three
meetings of the Climate Emergency
Working Group. Minutes of these
meetings and details of Group
membership are available on the
LBM website. Public consultations
closed on 16 December and the
responses will feed into the Action
Plan. The Climate Emergency team
organised a Workshop on 26
February to present an update on
the work to date and ask for
feedback. A member of the PEC
attended this on behalf of the
Society.

n COMMONS CORNER n

Heathland restoration work on Putney Heath
SIMON LEE explains how much effort
is required to maintain this vital
habitat.

Heathland is an important
habitat for insects and
spiders and many species
are restricted to heathland
because they rely on the
plants there.
The heathland on the Commons
is therefore vitally important and is
the reason the Commons has a Site
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
status. As part of the Commons’
Countryside Stewardship
Agreement with Natural England,
we have a duty to ensure that the
habitat is properly managed and,
where possible, restored. As we
don’t graze or burn here on the
Commons, we have to manually step

in to mimic the effects that these
would have on the landscape.
In early December, our
Maintenance Team began work on
the restoration programme for the
area immediately north of Jubilee
Path, clearing out scrub and some
trees. When this stage of the work is
completed, follow up work will
include mowing the brambles that
currently cover much of the ground
and during the summer, our
volunteers will be back on site
cutting back bracken and dealing
with any saplings or re-growth that
may appear.
Putney Heath has also been
designated a Special Area of
Conservation because of its
importance for beetles and insect
diversity and so a large number of
logs created from the felled trees
have been used to create habitat
piles that have been positioned
along the edge of the nearby
woodland.
When visiting the heathlands,
remember that they are fragile
habitats that need to care to protect
the rare plants and animals that
thrive there.

Courtesy WPCC

WIMBLEDON AND Putney Commons
boasts one of the best open spaces
for heathland in London. The
heathlands are at their most
attractive during July and
September when many of the plants
are in flower.
Lowland heathland is a priority
for nature conservation because it is
a rare and threatened habitat. It has
declined greatly in extent during
the last two centuries – in Britain it
is estimated that 80% of heathlands
present in 1800 has been lost – and
it still faces major pressures.
Heathland is defined by
characteristics of vegetation
including plants from grasses,
Ericacea (heather) family, gorse and
shrub species and a few trees
including birch. It is an important
habitat for insects and spiders and
many species are restricted to
heathland because they rely on the
plants there.
The habitat is defined by the poor
fertility of its soils, which

discourages other plants, but the
process of natural succession results
in heathland eventually developing
into birch or pine woodland if left to
its own devices. Traditional
heathland activities such as
livestock grazing and burning have
played a vital role in stalling this
succession and allowing heathland
to persist over the centuries.

The Commons maintenance team at work clearing scrub and trees to mimic the natural grazing and burning of heathland.
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Courtesy Action for Swifts, © Roger Wyatt

Courtesy Action for Swifts, © Simon Richardson

© Adobe Stock Photos

n FOCUS ON SWIFTS n

Swift action
needed
LOUISE COLE, a Society member
and Swift enthusiast, appeals to
homeowners and property developers
to consider the needs of these
delightful summer visitors.
SWIFTS ARE EXCITING migrant
birds, visiting the UK every
summer, and are regular visitors to
Wimbledon Common, usually
around mid-June. Last year flocks of
up to 80 of them were sighted over
the Plain in May and June, and they
can often be seen swooping low
over Rushmere pond in search of
insects. However, figures locally
seem to be on the decline.
The birds migrate from Africa to
Europe annually to feed, nest and

breed, and are recognisable by their
characteristic curved wings and
screeching calls. They can fly at up
to 70mph and travel 500 miles a day
in search of food; they have been
recorded flying as high as 10,000 ft.
Swifts live their lives on the
wing, normally only landing in

Homeowners can put up
specialist nest boxes, and
developers of buildings
can incorporate Swift bricks
or boxes when designing
new buildings.
order to nest – in small gaps and
spaces in the roofs and walls of
buildings, returning to the same
site each year. Sadly, numbers are
declining in the UK generally,
which experts think is due to the

relentless loss of nesting spaces as
modern roofing and renovation
practices result in sealed-up roofs
and walls.
As awareness spreads of this loss
of nesting space, groups of people
are trying to improve the situation.
Homeowners can put up specialist
nest boxes, and developers of
buildings can incorporate Swift
bricks or boxes when designing new
buildings. The designs for the
proposed new YMCA building in
Wimbledon includes Swift bricks,
and we believe that they were also
incorporated into the new
development of Wellington House
on Wimbledon Hill Road.
If you would like to help Swifts
this way it is relatively easy and not
particularly expensive, especially if
you are planning building works on
your home. If you are lucky enough
to have an existing nesting site
nearby you have a good chance of
attracting more. It is important that
nests are not disturbed during the
nesting season, and it is an offence
under the Wildlife & Countryside
Act 1981 to damage or destroy nests
or eggs during this time.
More information, including how to
build a suitable nesting box, can be
found at www.swift-conservation.com
and actionforswifts.blogspot.com
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